
Our growing company is hiring for a HBO coordinator. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for HBO coordinator

Liaison with operations team to bridge workflow between production and
post-production needs
Liaison with the production team to ensure all shoots are entered in the
calendar, production server is up to date with scripts, contact sheets, talent
information Work with the platforms to ensure all on set requests are
submitted in a timely manner for the creative and production team
Manage communications and relationships with the HBO online communities
by maintaining HBO inboxes replying to and troubleshooting user issues
through the on-platform messaging system when needed
The production coordinator will drive the editorial and content distribution of
HBO’s digital distribution strategy by overseeing the day to day content
workflow and delivering content to partners such as Apple, Sony, Google,
Microsoft and Amazon
Project manage the onboarding and distribution of all promotional video
content in over ten different languages including French, German, Spanish,
Japanese and Italian
Our B2B site feeds video content to our worldwide partners and is utilized by
a large amount of international clients
To support our ITunes platform, there is a large volume of screening for clips
Complete request forms for media management, file delivery systems,
scheduling
Coordinate equipment checks (Mobile devices)
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Qualifications for HBO coordinator

Bachelor’s degree, 2-4 years Project Management / Account Coordination in
an agency or similar environment
Entertainment industry experiences a plus but not necessary
3 years working in broadcast media and/or digital platform industries
Minimum two years of relevant experience with transcoding systems such as
Agility, Digital Rapids or Elemental
Candidate must be highly motivated with proven problem solving and
analytical skills and the ability to drive change
Strong MS Word, Excel and PowerPoint/Keynote skills


